New ROTATING SHAKERS
give you C-O-N-T-I-N-U-O-U-S
VARIABLE SPEED SHAKING-50 to 350 r.p.m.
for
BIOLOGICAL CULTURES

These new shakers will rotate as many as 40 250 ml flasks or 28 500 ml flasks at one time. Two models provide continuous shaking; ranges are 50 to 150 r.p.m. and 125 to 350 r.p.m. Platform rotates thru a 1½" circle in the horizontal plane.
Flask Carrier Measures 32 inches by 20 inches.

Write for bulletin 560Z.

for chromatography...

NEW RINCO
2-Way
FRACTION COLLECTOR

Automatically Collects by Either "Timed-Flow" or "Volumetric" Method

This precision apparatus is a valuable aid to accurate fraction measurement and collection in chromatographic analysis. Operated by a heavy-duty capacitor motor, the RINCO Fraction Collector provides completely automatic operation for any desired period. NO MERCURY, CHEMICALS, OR ELECTRIC CURRENT COME IN CONTACT WITH YOUR SAMPLE. When utmost accuracy is required, fractions are measured with manometer assembly, as in diagram.

3 Receiver Tubes Available—Interchangeable with One Indexer
24" Diameter—holds 227 tubes (18 mm. x 150 mm.)
18" Diameter—holds 60 tubes (22 and 29 mm.)
14" Diameter—holds 120 tubes (1 to 5 ml, 10 ml, 20 ml, and 50 ml)
Complete Units, with a variety of attachments and supplementary equipment, from $265.50 to $433.50

For complete details, write for Bulletin No. 755 today!

SCHAAR AND COMPANY
Complete Laboratory Equipment
754 West Lexington Street • Chicago 7, Illinois.